2019 Nonprofit Technology Conference Agenda
Wednesday, March 13th
19NTC Keynote
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
Room: Hall E
Session Description:
NTEN's CEO, Amy Sample Ward, will open the 2019 NTC and 19NTC Presenting Sponsor,
Microsoft, will share a short welcome.
See3 Communications, Gather Voices, and NTEN will announce the winners of the 2019
DoGooder Awards, honoring the best work from people and organizations that are using video to
create real impact for important causes.
The 2019 NTC Keynote will be from Idalin Bob. Idalin is founder of TechActivist.Org, a grassroot
organization providing free technical training and political education workshops to working-class
youth, activists, and disruptors interested in using technology for social good.
Session Category: General Session
Speakers:
Idalin Bobe, Amy Sample Ward
___________________________________________

Revitalize Engagement Through Your Website's Action Center
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 251
Session Description:
"Get Involved." "Take Action." "Action Center." Does your website have one of these sections? Is
it basically a dumping ground listing all the ways people can engage with your organization?
You're not alone!
If the primary purpose of a nonprofit website is to get people involved, then why do most of us
relegate it to one section, presenting our most important content in a long, overwhelming list?
Learn how two nonprofits - really - got to know their audiences, then created a clear, streamlined
visitor-centric experience to help people engage -- resulting in more money, more volunteers,
more advocates, and more impact.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Margaux O'Malley, Katy Hinz
___________________________________________

Culture Change: Making Effective Data-Driven Decisions
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 252

Session Description:
Organizations that successfully cultivate a data-driven culture reap a multitude of benefits, from
better stakeholder understanding of decision-making application to an ongoing commitment to
measuring both static and dynamic outcomes.
Nonprofits are doing a better job at collecting lots and lots of data. Analyzing it is a different story.
Creating a culture where decisions move beyond gut instinct are fraught with challenges. Not the
least of which is inadvertently fostering mission-oriented outcome bias. Learn to better
understand tools and techniques, and how to foster a healthy transitional environment with
numerous influential stakeholders.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Drew McManus, Ceci Dadisman
___________________________________________

Lay The Groundwork For Successful Projects
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 253
Session Description:
Once an organization thought they needed to create a video to promote their cause. But upon
further conversation, it was discovered that their overall mission and vision was confusing, that
they struggled to articulate their programs, and they were inconsistent with their messaging. They
didn't need a video and were not ready to loop in stakeholders or vendors. No. They needed a
plan.
If they'd utilized the same confusing messaging they'd been using to try to talk about their mission
thus far, the video would have fallen flat or, worse, done more harm than good in trying to rally
support from their community. And, they would have wasted time and money on creating it.
In this session, we'll share tips, strategies, and process you can use to help avoid this common
pitfall of projects and how to develop a clear action plan for better project success.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Rachel Renock
___________________________________________

Volunteer Impact Made Practical: Devise Your User-Friendly Data Collection
Tool
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 254
Session Description:
Just what do your volunteers do that improves the lives of your clients and advances the mission?
That's the question to answer when developing strategic measures of volunteer impact. This kind
of data is needed to impress funders, educate Board members, and advocate for volunteer
programs. But as you create these metrics, you need to ensure that the data will actually be
collected and tracked. In this interactive session, learn how to create relevant impact measures

and devise data collection tools that can be readily implemented in your workplace. Ensure that
what gets measured gets done.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Liza Dyer
___________________________________________

Racial Affinity Space
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 255
Session Description:
The Nonprofit Technology Conference is a space to talk about tools, strategies, and new ideas for
the way nonprofit staff make a change and meet their mission. Those conversations require we
also talk about the way we work with each other, the systems [of oppression] that influence our
ability to do our work, and the conditions of our sector and world in which our missions make an
impact.
As in all of our decisions, we are guided by ourvalues and our commitment to equity, as well as
by the feedback of our community. To that end, we are including this racial affinity space at the
19NTC.
What is the Racial Affinity Space?
The intention of these spaces is for attendees (including speakers, exhibitors, sponsors, and
general attendees) of color at the NTC to have places to gather and connect that do not include
white attendees. Racial affinity spaces allow attendees of color to center and prioritize their
specific needs, voices, and experiences in a room, without introducing the potential of harm or
trauma from well-intentioned white allies.
The desire by white attendees to learn, grow, and serve as allies is important; however, those
goals are best reached in other avenues (including other sessions on the agenda linked below)
and not by participating in gatherings intended only for attendees of color.
Facilitators, Not Speakers
Please be aware this space will not have prepared content. This space will have a facilitator team
in the room to support the direction that the group wants to take it. There is no pre-set expectation
for how many people come, who those people are (except that they are not allies), what they may
want to discuss, or how they may want to discuss it.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Rajneesh Aggarwal, Vanice Dunn, Melissa Chavez, Lindsey Watchman
___________________________________________

Strategic Knowledge Management: Don't Stop at Halfway
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 256
Session Description:

Mention "Knowledge Management" and you'll usually hear something like, "Oh yeah, we moved
stuff to Sharepoint last year." But document management is only one piece. Knowledge
Management is an organization-wide endeavor that encompasses business process and
workflows, taxonomies and frameworks, getting buy-in, and managing stakeholders. For your
organization to make the most of its knowledge, you'll need to go beyond document management
and beyond the mindset of a one-time implementation. To be effective, you can't set it and forget
it -- learn how to approach Knowledge Management strategically as part of your operations.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Dar Veverka, Janice Chan
___________________________________________

Data Systems Of Tomorrow Are Here For Nonprofits: How Do We Use Them
Wisely?
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 258
Session Description:
In the business world, organizations are reviewing and utilizing data quickly to continue to
innovate and disrupt industries, but we are still having a hard time getting the right data into the
hands of nonprofit decision makers. We know client outcomes data is the currency nonprofits
need to articulate their impact and make program improvements to better serve their clients, it is
time for the sector to work together to get access to this data for nonprofit leaders.
During this session, we will share an example of gaining access to administrative data for
nonprofits and discuss steps we can take to ensure we don't lose our key constituents trust as we
drive towards more data.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Nick Arevalo, Alessandra Perotti
___________________________________________

Finders, Keepers: The Art of Donor Retention
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D135
Session Description:
Donor retention rates across the industry are tragically low. You've spent time and money
acquiring each and every donor, but are you taking the necessary steps to keep them?
While retention rates are generally lower for donors who give online, the digital space offers many
tools to help you retain your donors. But are you taking full advantage of these opportunities to
develop lifelong relationships with your donors?
This session will delve into the art of donor retention and explore common errors that result in
donor attribution. You'll walk away with tangible steps and ideas that you can take to improve
your own retention rates.
Session Category: Fundraising

Speakers:
Laura Cole, Paul Habig
___________________________________________

Peer-to-Peer Fundraisers: You're Getting Money for Free - But What Now?
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D136
Session Description:
You might love this new crowdsourcing trend for the money it brings in without you lifting a finger.
But you might also be wondering if you're leaving money on the table by not proactively
participating in the strategic process. In this session, you'll learn from experts at Anne Lewis
Strategies about how some of the most successful nonprofits are seizing this opportunity to
maximize results: running ads, targeting emails, and providing your audience with the tools they
need for a successful fundraiser online.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Aaron Teskey, Dawn Lyons
___________________________________________

Raise More Money by Automating Right Message, Right Person, Right Time
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
Supporter actions and other data can tell you the best time to ask a donor to upgrade to become
a monthly giver, join a mid-level program, or just make the next gift. When this is combined with
automation, you can raise more money with less effort.
This session will use case studies to show how data, careful segmentation, and automation
combine to deliver the right message, to the right supporter, at the right time. And how this
results in greater revenue for the organization.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Melissa Wyers
___________________________________________

Making, Managing, and Marketing a Podcast
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E141
Session Description:
Podcasts are booming. With the ability to capture listeners week after week, they are a great way
to build a loyal following, and offer a unique format for telling your story and creating a digital
presence on platforms like iTunes, Stitcher, and Spotify. They can be created from your own
office without a huge investment, and are downloaded over and over. Learn the tools you need to

record in person or with call-in interviewees, and discover how to manage and market without the
project taking over your schedule.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Beth Brodovsky
___________________________________________

IT Staffing: Evaluating the What, When, and How of Outsourcing
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E142
Session Description:
Do I have enough IT staff?
Should I be outsourcing my IT?
Should I outsource some of it or all of it?
How do I figure out what to keep in-house and what to work to send out?
These are all huge questions that anyone managing IT faces. Sadly, there's no one-size-fits-all
answer, but hopefully you can get closer to the answer that fits your organization.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Colin Boyle, Richard Wollenberger
___________________________________________

Mobile-ize! How to Use Texting to Maximize Your Donor-Base and Scale
Relationships
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
We have long been looking for ways to have direct 1:1 conversations with our supporters and
donors. As it is becoming increasingly difficult to connect with your audience, we return back to
the power of messaging. Will our donors of the future be answering the phone? Responding to
email? Opening direct mail? How do we stay relevant and cut through the noise? Whether it's
renewal campaigns, year-end giving, or reactivating lapsed donors, text messaging allows your
entire database to be treated like a major donor. Come learn and - see the data - on how to have
personalized conversations, at scale!
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Shea Morrissey
___________________________________________

Demonstrating ROI on Tech Projects to Win Leadership Approval
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E145

Session Description:
Having challenges winning funding and approval for your technology needs? This session will
equip you to get a "yes" on funding for the technology investments you need. In this session,
performance measurement consultants Karen Cramer and Sean Williams will demonstrate
TechBridge's methodology for calculating project ROI and present lessons learned from nonprofit
case studies. You'll have an opportunity to estimate current and future costs to determine the ROI
for one of your upcoming IT Projects.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Karen Cramer, Sean Williams, Elizabeth Quick, Julia Toepfer
___________________________________________

Yes, You CAN Migrate Your CRM Data
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E146
Session Description:
Migrating to a new CRM is daunting for many, but it's even more so if you have years and years
of data to contend with! Learn practical tips for simplifying a massive data migration project into
manageable, realistic steps that will help you and your team keep your cool and keep your project
organized and on track.
From managing project stakeholders and team communications to wrestling with data maps and
development scripts, you'll learn from organizations like the National Trust for Historic
Preservation and Friends of the Earth.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Chris Harmoney, Carrie Mann, Alan Gordon
___________________________________________

Preparing for the Worst: Disaster Recovery 101
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E147 - E148
Session Description:
Picture it: you're standing in your office with a coworker who's telling you that you've lost your
donor database. Everything. One of your most valuable assets has just up and vanished. What
do you do now? You have three options: panic and cry, get to work pulling together your last
database backup, or try to piece together what remains from other systems. Or, you could those
scenarios by planning ahead and putting together a strategy that makes disaster recovery look
like a piece of cake.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Chris Fink, Ramona Dopps
___________________________________________

How A Nonprofit Can Use GDPR To Frame Their Data Privacy
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F149

Session Description:
Privacy and GDPR Resources. The Global Data Protection Regulation, a European Union
regulation that allows EU residents greater control over their data and how it is used. Discuss
why, a non-EU organization, would consider leveraging the investments made by service
providers to comply with GDPR. Review how a fictitious nonprofit, contoso.org, leverages GDPR
tools to protect privacy answering the following questions:
Where is the best place to locate GDPR-specific information for Microsoft's Cloud Services
Where can I get information on Data Protection Impact Assessments?
In the event of a data breach, how will Microsoft respond and notify me as a data controller?
How can I manage Data Subject Requests?
How is data returned to the user?
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Will St Germain
___________________________________________

Ultimate Communications Toolkit - Tried and True Resources Everyone Can Use
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F150
Session Description:
"Team of one." "Winging it." If you've ever described yourself with these phrases, we get you.
Your time is split between a million high-priority tasks, some you've never even done before!
We've been there, too.
Enter the Ultimate Communications Toolkit! [*jazz hands*] This comprehensive guide offers
practical information in virtually every area of communications, from how to develop a
communications plan to what tools you need to raise awareness and funds. You'll
receive templates, checklists, and case studies that will help newbies and veterans alike tackle a
variety of communications conundrums.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Courtney Clark, Vanessa Schnaidt, Gabriel Sanchez
___________________________________________

Small Steps to Gain Big Improvements for Website Accessibility
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F151
Session Description:
When your web content isn't accessible, there are many donors and constituents your org isn't
reaching. You care, but where to start? Your old content is broken, your CMS has problems, your
higher-ups don't understand the web, and you have no time.

The web is inherently accessible, and accessibility is not all or nothing. Learn how to make small
content tweaks that can go a long way. Gain skills to preserve accessibility when creating new
content, fix it in older content, and advocate for it when planning new projects.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Johanna Bates
___________________________________________

Automating Email Engagement: This Panel Will Save (Weeks of) Your Life
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F152
Session Description:
Email automation is a powerful tool for deepening engagement with your audiences, but
implementing it can be challenging, especially if you feel stuck with outdated systems, or have a
platform already but aren't sure how best to use it. In this panel, hear from several nonprofits
about their automation experiences, addressing critical questions such as:
Why is automation valuable to my organization?
What technology should I choose?
What automations should I start with?
How is automation going to save my life...exactly?
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Adam Good, Amanda Smith, Natalie Khairallah
___________________________________________

Putting Your Data On The Map: Techniques And Tools For Impact
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 251
Session Description:
Do you use location data to advance your mission? You don't have to be a data geek to use
mapping and spatial analysis to target your beneficiaries, measure your impact, or engage your
stakeholders. In this session, you will learn about opportunities to apply Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) to your work; the learning resources and relevant solutions to help you get started
today.
We will show you the technology in action, share real-world success stories, and lay out a
roadmap for how you can get started.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
___________________________________________

Activating a Culture of Resilience and Sustainable Impact
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 252
Session Description:
Yourre great at what you do. Yourre deeply committed to making an impact in your community
and leveraging technology to make the world a better place. But you struggle with how to sustain
yourself and your organization while juggling daily challenges like funding, staffing, and deciding
whether to adopt the latest technology trend. You know there's a better way to sustain impact
without being in crisis mode 24/7. If this sounds too familiar (whatever your role is in your
organization), join this interactive session on building a culture of resilience, intentionality, and
sustainable impact.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Meico Whitlock, Beth Kanter, Carrie Rice, Ananda Leeke
___________________________________________

Using Online Communities to Unlock The Full Value Of Partner Networks
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 253
Session Description:
Partner networks are often the foundation of an organization, and constant communication and
collaboration are essential to their health. Join this interactive session to learn about and discuss
how online communities designed with and for intended users' can help nonprofits overcome
their most pressing challenges.
Learn how Lutheran Immigration and Refugee Service launched an online community for
knowledge sharing and learning among its national refugee resettlement partners, and, in
partnership with the Hilton Foundation, how Stellenbosch University is bringing together grantees
in five African countries in an online community to advance their work supporting children affected
with HIV and AIDS.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Carrie Boron, Kay Bellor
___________________________________________

Nobody's Reading Your PDFs: Publish Audience-Friendly Research and Reports
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 254
Session Description:
Nonprofits face a challenge when publishing research, project outcomes, policy analysis, and
similar documents: how to present a substantial body of content in a coherent way, to an
audience accustomed to 250-word blog posts and 140-character tweets.

For years the answer was to stick PDFs on your website and tell people to download them. But
modern readers expect interactive data, video, mobile optimization, personalization, and more;
and PDFs are failing to engage readers and achieve results.
Learn the tools and techniques that several successful nonprofits used to move their content (and
their teams) beyond the PDF into interactive, engaging content strategies.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Genie Gratto, Nathan Gasser
___________________________________________

Social Security: Combatting Fake News, Triaging Twitter Trolls & Dealing With
Digital Distractions
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 255
Session Description:
With so much digital misinformation online and the increased ability for cyber trolls to both attack
an NGO's work, and mission messengers it's easier than ever for one bad actor to throw the work
of even the largest nonprofit into chaos. As part of this year's NTC agenda, the NTEN community
has organized a special featured session exploring how NGOs can develop strategies and tools
that allow them to stand up for their values and protect their messengers without sacrificing their
own values.
Cyberbullies might multiply by the hour, but we don't have to let them win the day. Join us for a
discussion and group exercise on how to flip the script, protect your values and effectively
engage in an era filled with divisiveness, fake news, and cyberattacks.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Burt Edwards, Ken Montenegro
___________________________________________

Your Data Has an Equity Problem
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 256
Session Description:
Bias exists in data in more ways than we may realize. It exists unconsciously in the people who
make decisions on how data is collected and used. It also exists in the analytics practices that
rely on publicly available data and API sources that historically keep underrepresented
populations invisible.
In this session, we will explore the history of data bias and its commonplace existence in the
modern day NPO. We will also discuss solutions and tactics for identifying and rooting out
unconscious biases in marketing campaigns, advocacy programs, constituent data collection, and
analytics tools.
Session Category: Leadership

Speakers:
Vanice Dunn, Lane Trisko
___________________________________________

Supporters First: Building Customized Constituent Journeys
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: 258
Session Description:
If you've heard the term "customer experience," we've got good news for you: it's not just for bigbudget corporations anymore.
The Wildlife Conservation Society and the Brennan Center for Justice will share their long-term
paths to creating customer journeys that put supporters first. WCS has moved far beyond the
automated welcome series to implement an entire engagement program built around supporters'
unique experiences and goals. The Brennan Center is expanding its digital fundraising and
advocacy program to target new public audiences, gearing up for the 2020 election with a series
of journey-based campaigns.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Alice Hendricks, Kristen Avery, Kiva LaTouche, Morgan Goode
___________________________________________

Embrace the Bots: How to Grow Fundraising Events with Chatbots
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: D135
Session Description:
Chatbots are rising up everywhere you look, from retail stores to healthcare sites. Adored by
users for their instant response times and 24-hour accessibility, their success has left many
companies scrambling to latch on to this skyrocketing trend. In this session, we'll explore how
nonprofit organizations can harness chatbot technology to improve engagement with their
audiences, and boost their fundraising events' registration and revenue numbers.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Meghan Nash, Wayne Baldaro
___________________________________________

Communications and Development: Bringing Cats and Dogs Together
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Do your development and communications teams get along like cats and dogs? In this session,
we'll break the typical presentation format and host an interactive debate on common questions
for nonprofits, such as "Who writes fundraising appeals?" and "Whose constituent is it?" We'll ask

for audience participation throughout and break into groups to dig into real-life situations before
sharing concrete tips you can immediately put into practice.
So join us as we raise the ruff, 'cause this purrty will be off the leash! We promise to not use too
many puns, though we may take the oppawtunity when it presents itself.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Farra Trompeter, Bridget Jackson
___________________________________________

Why Your Crowdfunding Campaign Might Fail (And How To Avoid It)
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
Two-thirds of crowdfunding campaigns fail (surprised? neither are we) and every time a
crowdfunding campaign works, it seems to be...accidental. But it doesn't have to be that way!
(Really!) There are common denominators to failed campaigns, and a formula organizations can
tap into for crowdfunding success. Explore both, with real-world examples and an assessment for
your own organization, to ensure your nonprofit's crowdfunding campaign meets - and exceeds your goals.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Moshe Hecht
___________________________________________

Tips on Avoiding and Managing Cybersecurity Risks
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: E142
Session Description:
Your organization relies on data and systems to provide your services. With the increase in cyber
attacks, no organization is immune from being a target, no matter how big or how small the
organization is. In this session, discuss recent data breaches and successful hacks, identify how
perpetrators compromised the security controls, and receive a roadmap to reduce your
organization's risk of cybersecurity attacks. Come prepared to share experiences and learn from
others.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Ryan Peasley, Emilio Wagner
___________________________________________

Automating Your Data Infrastructure
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: E143- E144

Session Description:
Do you want to increase operational efficiencies without adding additional staff? Do you need to
protect your data by reducing the number of people handling the data? Do you want a new way to
plug in best-of-breed technologies to your data infrastructure? What if every night, you had robots
automating thousands of data jobs? Mothership Strategies is using a Data Warehouse powered
by Frakture Bots to produce client dashboards that show total money raised, best performing
creative, email statistics, and more. Freeing your brain by automating your data processes give
you time to do what only humans can!
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Ana Sady-Dubon, Chris Lundberg
___________________________________________

Congratulations, You've Gone Live! Now What?
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: E145
Session Description:
You've spent months planning for this day. From RFPs to product selection and pulling staff away
from their day jobs to design and test the new system, now you're live! It's time to sit back and
relax, right? Not quite! After hundreds of CRM implementations, one thing's for sure, the success
of your rollout heavily relies on how you prepare for post-go-live. Get tangible advice on preparing
for "the day after," from governance to training, and change management. Learn all the tools to
make sure you're still celebrating after go-live.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Amy Dorfman, Rubin Singh
___________________________________________

Make Them Love You - Welcoming Donors the Right Way
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: E146
Session Description:
We're all on the hunt for new donors - but do you have strategies in place to make sure they stick
around once they are on the file? You wouldn't invite guests over without getting the house in
order first, would you?
In this session, learn and workshop ideas on how to increase new donor retention and maximize
performance by setting up supporter journeys that acknowledge their impact, engage, steward,
and bond them to your mission for long haul.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Brenna Holmes
___________________________________________

Working Outside the Box: Building and Supporting Diverse Remote Teams
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: E147 - E148
Session Description:
Remote work can take a variety of forms. Do you struggle to attract and retain the best
candidates regardless of their geography? Do you want to create an equitable and inclusive work
environment while limiting the cost of your physical footprint? How can you support a remote
team with diverse cultures, perspectives, and generations?
Use the remote workplace to build diversity and increase collaboration across your organization,
while maintaining accountability. Learn how to adjust your strategy to accommodate different
varieties of remote teams and see how it can work with your existing budget.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Vee Bell, Shasti Walsh, Christina Johnson
___________________________________________

Less Pain, More Gain: Practical Strategy Guide for Effective Technology
Decision-Making
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: F149
Session Description:
Technology is regularly perceived as an easy fix for marketing or management issues, but
frequently ends up being complicated, confusing, and more work than expected. This is often
caused by choosing a solution before doing the necessary due diligence to establish a clear
strategy. This session provides a practical framework for working through hard questions upfront
that will save pain later, help make the right technology decisions, and assess the ongoing
commitment to success and growth. Review examples from Cascade Bicycle Club's recent digital
strategy to engage e-bicyclists.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Heather Griswold, Tim O'Connor, Nam-ho Park
___________________________________________

Disrupting Unconscious Bias as We Grow Our Brand
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: F150
Session Description:
How does unconscious bias affect the work we do and the brand we are building? How do these
biases play out both in how we see ourselves and how others view us? How does bias influence
our selection of photos we use for publications, how we choose to tell stories, and decisions
about who should represent us on panels?
For this session, take a dive into unconscious bias, how to break it down and recognize how it
affects our choices, and how to choose a different course so that our brands represents who we
want to become.

Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Joe Shaffner, Minal Bopaiah, Sarah Boison
___________________________________________

Championing Human-Centered Content Design in the Public Sector
1:30 PM - 2:45 PM
Room: F152
Session Description:
An organization's website is your digital front door, behind which lies the services meant to both
enrich and safeguard the lives of your clients and constituents. But just because a door is open
does not mean it's accessible.
The designers and content strategists at the City of Austin are tackling this challenge by training
City staff on how to develop resident-centered and accessible content. Learn how the future of
austin.gov is focused on the services people need and are looking for - not the departments that
offer them.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Laura Trujillo, Brian Pagels, Beverly Slabosky
___________________________________________

Reinvigorate Your Programs and Events Through Multi-Directional Learning
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 251
Session Description:
Who wants to sit through another presentation or demo? Not us! In the past year, NGO Source
and Oracle NetSuite Social Impact have designed programs and events with co-learning
objectives and multi-directional learning activities. These nonprofit events, webinars, and
programs became more interactive, livelier, and productive once we realized we all have the
answers; believing each participant embodies part of the solution. Join this workshop that
promises to push your idea of who is the educator, what your event or program¯can be, and
create at least one amazing collaborative learning opportunity in your world.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Debra Askanase, LaCheka Phillips, Kevin Martone
___________________________________________

First Look: Peek Nonprofit Digital Metrics From M+R's Benchmarks Study
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 252
Session Description:

Ever wonder how your email, web, social media, and digital advertising results stack up? Come
get the baselines you need to drive your organization's strategies, and get straight answers to
your burning questions from some of the industry's leading experts. The 2019 M+R Benchmarks
Study officially launches in late April, but you can get a sneak peek at our annual review of what's
working, what's trending, and what's changing for online fundraising, advocacy, and marketing.
This year (our 13th!), we have more details and data than ever from hundreds of nonprofits to
help you reach the front of the pack.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Madeline Stanionis, Dustin Kight
___________________________________________

Innovative Fundraising Lessons from the Peer-to-Peer Trenches
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 253
Session Description:
Gather around the panel table for an interactive conversation on what it takes to successfully get
your nonprofit - and most importantly your donors - engaged in peer-to-peer fundraising. Join
leaders from Well Aware, United Way, and Hill Country Ride for AIDS to hear the nitty-gritty about
how these organizations achieved success. They'll share best practices and lessons learned from
these experiences:
Re-energizing a long-standing annual ride event
Growing a signature virtual peer-to-peer campaign
Launching a brand-new community scavenger hunt fundraiser
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Amy Van Wyngarden, David Smith, Prentiss Douthit, Sarah Evans
___________________________________________

Youth Voice and Design Thinking: Problem-Solving with Empathy and the
Scientific Method
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 254
Session Description:
Are you curious to incorporate youth in leadership and in the decision-making process in your
organization? Hear from an advisory council's high school and college students about their
experience facilitating focus groups and a Design Thinking meetup for youth. This event aimed to
brainstorm and prototype apps and websites to further connect San Francisco Bay Area young
people of color ages 14-26 to Golden Gate National Park opportunities and resources. Youth
presenters will lead a sample Design Thinking activity you can bring back and apply these
techniques to creatively solve problems. Attend and get inspired!

Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Audrey Xu, Sarah Hoang, Lucky Lim, Lalee Simeso
___________________________________________

Envisioning a Digital-First Nonprofit: Mindsets and Skillsets for Transformation
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 255
Session Description:
This highly participatory and interactive forum will help you look at existing and the next wave of
technologies (artificial intelligence, machine learning, and more) to formulate a vision for being a
digital-first nonprofit. Assess your organization's approach to incorporating digital, and learn from
peers and experts in the room on digital transformation for service delivery, governance,
marketing, fundraising, and other areas. Gain insights on the needed mindsets, tool sets, and skill
sets to achieve your mission and have a greater impact in your programs.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Josh Hirsch, Julia Campbell, Beth Kanter, Marco Kuntze
___________________________________________

The Right Fit: Vendor-Client Relationships from Marketing to Sales to Success
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 256
Session Description:
Vendors, are you accidentally alienating potential clients, or not representing yourself in the best
light? Nonprofit professionals, are you presenting as a bad or difficult client? This session is an
attempt to surface some bad habits we may have fallen into and to have an opportunity to
observe ourselves through the mirror of our external partners. Vendors and Nonprofit
professionals, you're invited to an open, honest, and constructive conversation about how to
connect better, how to make the sales and RFP process healthier, and how to align
communications, expectations and service delivery.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Isaac Shalev
___________________________________________

Beyond Policy: How Bringing One's Whole Self to Work Can Drive Meaningful
Change
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: 258
Session Description:
While your organization may have crafted policies and procedures to promote diversity, have you
really created an inclusive, equitable environment in which all people can bring their authentic

selves into the workplace to truly thrive? An all people of color panel will highlight how
organizational norms and structures limit who can or cannot bring their whole selves to work.
Have you ever found yourself getting settled into your "work self" as you head into the office?
Your "work self" might be the version of you that is less controversial or easier for folks to handle.
What would it look like to bring your whole self to work? The same you who goes to happy hour,
hosts dinner parties or volunteers on the weekends-- the real you. What if the thing that some
might consider your greatest workplace liability became your greatest strength?
In this session, you will hear stories from individuals who have had to navigate the complex
landscape of organizational norms and culture in order to evaluate which parts of their whole
selves they can safely bring into the workplace. Hearing directly from people who have navigated
these challenges can set up your organization to implement better policies and practices that
address the systemic barriers that limit the ease with which people of color can bring their whole
selves to work.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
___________________________________________

Herding Cats - Making Change in Complex Organizations
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: D135
Session Description:
Make-A-Wish is a major nonprofit with 62 independent domestic chapters. Making change that
sticks across this complex organization isn't easy.
In this session, walk through a three-year branding and storytelling change process undertaken at
Make-A-Wish. Learn what worked, where the challenges are, and how to get things to stick in a
world with organizational silos, staff turnover, and strong personalities.
Review principles of change management that can be applied to any organization and learn from
the attendees as we workshop key organizational challenges.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Michael Hoffman, Jono Smith
___________________________________________

Put a Cat Gif on It: Linking Storytelling and Social to Donations
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Here's some #NotFakeNews: Your hashtags aren't enough to track storytelling effectiveness. In
this session, we'll look at how Lung Cancer Foundation of America went from an April Fool's idea,
#CatsAgainstLungCancer, to a digital engagement campaign with clear and measurable results
to show for it.

Participants will learn how to identify concrete actions for users to take in a campaign and how
those align with key performance indicators of moving their mission forward. We'll also look
beyond April 1 to see how the unexpected bright spots of LCFA's website can still drive
meaningful action and help lung cancer research.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Alison Glazer
___________________________________________

Sustainers: Everyone Wants Them, But How Do You Get Them?
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
Strong retention AND consistent revenue - everyone wants it! But how do you get it? In this
session, learn how organizations, including the Human Rights Campaign (HRC), have utilized all
digital channels to implement a sustainer-first membership model. In HRC's case, this led to more
than a third of donors to give monthly. You'll go home with best practices to improve your
strategy, targeting, and content that will work for organizations of all sizes. Learn how to use
segmentation to improve sustainer conversion, and get tips on how to improve sustainer
retention.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Rachel Kottler, Kristina Williams, David Ballinger
___________________________________________

¡Se Habla Espanol! Expand Your Reach and Impact by Going Bilingual
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: E141
Session Description:
The decision to go bilingual opens up a new set of engagement opportunities, challenges, and
questions for nonprofit marketing professionals. Discover how one nonprofit arts venue become
Los Angeles' first fully bilingual outdoor performance venue - from its website, social media, and
signage to swag and beyond. This session will be highly relevant for attendees working in
communities where demographics continue to shift. Developing strategies that tap into new
potential audiences, supporters, and stakeholders - especially first- and second-generation Latino
immigrants (the principal driver of demographic growth) will be crucial for the organizational
sustainability of nonprofits.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Oliver DelGado
___________________________________________

From Front to Back: How to Integrate Your Website and CRM
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM

Room: E142
Session Description:
You worked hard to get your new website launched and your data or fundraising tools up and
running. Now it's time to make sure they're working together. Firefly Partners' expert team will
explain how your new systems can put constituents first with a seamless supporter experience,
and capture the data you need to do your job better. Review examples from WordPress,
Salesforce, Luminate Online, and Charity Engine to get the big picture on integration. No matter
what tool you use, you'll learn the benefits and possibilities for a system that makes your staff and
constituents alike smile.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Eleanor Hyde, Mary Margaret Callahan, Colleen Campbell
___________________________________________

The New Era of Google Grants: Challenges, Opportunities, and Strategies
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
Google Ad Grants give eligible nonprofits up to $120,000 a year to spend on the world's largest
advertising platform, putting your website content prominently in Google's search results. New
policies make compliance challenging, requiring significantly more careful account management;
but also open up new opportunities that make nonprofits advertising more competitive. What are
the new Ad Grant rules, and how can you maintain compliance and build effective ad campaigns?
Learn how your website, Google Analytics, and Google Ads can work together to meet your
nonprofit's real life goals and conversions.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Michael Rasko, Jason King, Michelle Hurtado
___________________________________________

Tell Your Bot Who's Boss: Using Emerging Tech to Drive Engagement
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: E145
Session Description:
As chatbots have emerged as a conversion powerhouse for nonprofits, Food & Water Watch
wanted to explore this new platform, but as a medium-sized nonprofit needed to make every
experiment count. Learn how they piloted a new chatbot flow in a way that maximized staff time,
technology engagement opportunities, and targeted the results needed for their internal team to
embrace this exploration. Learn which chatbot strategies worked best for boosted engagement,
acquisition, and change management - as well as technology strategies to allow data to flow into
your CRM in a way that's actionable in other channels.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Rachel Allison, Angie Aker

___________________________________________

When Your Normal is My Trigger: Unpacking Multiple Generations and White
Privilege
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: E146
Session Description:
Your organization, board, volunteers, and funders represent a wide diversity of generations at
work together. This engaging session uses the backdrop of generational understanding and
predictable triggers to re-frame communication across differences. Attracting talent, legitimizing
your leadership bench, handling conflict, leading culture change, raising money, building a
diverse workforce, and working competently across cultures - all of these happen within a multigenerational context. Leading in today's workplace means that we must improve at attracting,
motivating, retaining, and refereeing across differences. This session will include practical tips, a
sense of humor, and some serious ideas.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Barbara Grant, Eve Gourley
___________________________________________

Inclusive Design - How Addressing Accessibility Benefits Everyone
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: E147 - E148
Session Description:
Nearly one in five people have a disability in the U.S. That means your inaccessible website may
be excluding 56.7 million people! Organizations are prioritizing accessibility now more than ever
because inclusive design benefits everyone (bonus: it's great for SEO). During this session, you'll
hear how the MacArthur Foundation rebuilt their website to maximize access for people with
disabilities and created an accessibility guide for grantees. Join a conversation with an
accessibility expert, designer, and project manager to get deep insights on what accessibility is,
how it shapes design, and how you can begin addressing accessibility on your website.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Courtney Clark, James Kinser, Cyndi Rowland
___________________________________________

Beyond Phishing: Staying Safe When You are a Target
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: F149
Session Description:
Most nonprofits need to worry about phishing and brute-force attacks, but some need to worry
about much more. Learn about advanced security threats facing nonprofits who have more than
the run-of-the-mill adversaries. Discuss "man-in-the-middle," "evil-maid," "side-channel," "romtampering," and other advanced threats. With some work it's possible to protect yourself even

from government and politically-motivated attackers. This session will educate but cut through the
fear-mongering and help your organization understand where to focus its efforts.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Sam Chenkin, Ken Montenegro
___________________________________________

Not Just for Fundraising Anymore: Managing Programs with CRM Systems
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: F150
Session Description:
Salesforce, Simply360, CiviCRM, Blackbaud: you know the benefits of using a constituent
relationship management (CRM) system to track and communicate with donors and prospects.
But these systems can be just as powerful for running the day-to-day program operations of your
organization. Explore examples from small, medium, and large human services, youth, LGBTQ+,
conservation, membership, and advocacy organizations where CRM is widely adopted. Learn
how program staff track client relationships and outcomes, run trainings, manage certifications,
organize transportation, provide member services, enable online registration, and more. The
session will also cover gaining full adoption, reporting and dashboards, and integration with
external systems.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Jake Grinsted, Leah Kopperman, Medha Nanal, Kai Williams
___________________________________________

How Tech like Chat, Social, and AI are Enabling Nonprofit Advocacy
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: F151
Session Description:
Jeb Ory, CEO of Phone2Action, will provide a vendor-neutral dive into issue advocacy and how
nonprofits can leverage the latest social media, AI, and digital tools to further the reach of their
campaigns. Learn how consumer/member behavior is shifting (e.g. 64% of email opens are now
on a mobile device) and how nonprofits looking to engage their members can adjust, and receive
best practices for digital advocacy campaigns.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Jebidiah Ory, Russ Fagaly
___________________________________________

Winning Ways with Requirements
3:15 PM - 4:30 PM
Room: F152
Session Description:

Accurately assessing and documenting system requirements is one of the most critical parts of
any system implementation, but it's easy to be distracted by a shiny new platform. Before thinking
about what a new system could do, it's important that nonprofits document what the system must
do. This session will introduce you to winning ways you can easily identify and prioritize what you
need before talking to vendors. You'll walk away with tips and tools to get started right away,
ensuring your next system implementation is a win.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Maddie Schlapprizzi, Joshua Aranda, Jason Ott

Thursday, March 14th
19NTC Ignite-Style Talks
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM
Room: Hall E
Session Description:
19NTC Presenting Sponsor, EveryAction, will share a short welcome before NTEN CEO, Amy
Sample Ward, emcees the Ignite-style talks.
Ignite-style talks are fun, fast-paced, thought-provoking presentations. But, there's a catch:
speakers are strictly limited to five minutes, and 20 slides, which advance automatically every 15
seconds. This year's theme is "how I used the internet to change the world." The six presenters
share both personal and professional stories that range from business failures to thriving
communities.
Session Category: General Session
Speakers:
Amy Sample Ward, Afua Bruce, Kayleigh Collins, Rachel Clemens, Brett Ashley Crawford, Nili
Yosha, Stephanie Craig
___________________________________________

Craft a Visual Storytelling Campaign Without Breaking the Bank
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 251
Session Description:
Throughout the fight to protect the Affordable Care Act, The Hub Project tested and refined
tactics for collecting and disseminating personal stories online to sway elected officials and our
target audiences.
Learn how we piloted a new, people-first model for gathering personal stories - with an emphasis
on video testimonials - combining traditional field and modern digital tactics to move the needle
on health care among persuadable and conservative voters, and to convince others to share their
own stories. We'll share our tactics, optimization strategies, paid and organic promotion methods,
and overall learnings to help you craft your next storytelling campaign.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Ruiyong Chen, Laura Packard, Emily Seldin, Brandon Zavala, Barion Grant

___________________________________________

P.O.C. and The Nonprofit Sector: Building A Culture Of Diversity And Inclusion
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 252
Session Description:
We must ensure that diversity is not simply a passing trend in the nonprofit sector but an enduring
value that helps make our sector more sustainable. Today, 30 percent of the U.S. population is
Black and/or Latino. Yet, only 10% of nonprofits are led by Black or Latino individuals, and only
three of the top 50 charities in the nation have leaders of color. Our calling as a sector and as
individuals responsible for conceiving a vision for our sector's future is to change and challenge
this reality.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Diego Ortiz Quintero, Maria Elena Hewett, Alexis Marion
___________________________________________

Finding the Needle: A Framework for Evaluating CMS Platforms
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 253
Session Description:
Finding the right CMS for your website feels like the classic "needle in a haystack" problem.
Websites are expensive in both money and resources. Thoughtful platform selection is critical to
your online success over the long term. Learn how to sort through the field of tools available to
find the best fit for your organization's needs in the long term.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Katherine White
___________________________________________

Better Together: Tech Tips and Tools for Volunteer Management
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 254
Session Description:
How can technology fit best with volunteer initiatives? This presentation showcases an overview
of current possibilities, working with distributed teams, growing and nurturing your community of
volunteers, as well as encouraging you to experiment and adapt new ways of building your
volunteer systems. Get examples from across the volunteer world, join small and large group
discussions, and learn more about free and low-cost tech tools to train, onboard, and reinforce
volunteers' connection to your organization.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Liza Dyer, Jeanne Allen

___________________________________________

Is it Time to Change Your Nonprofit's Name?
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 255
Session Description:
Does your organization's name still represent who you are? Overwhelmed by the pros and cons
of exploring a new name? Not sure where to start? In this session, learn how to assess if you
should change your name, outline the steps in the process, including how to build buy-in, and
apply to digital channels, and explore the issues that are critical to doing it successfully. This
interactive panel discussion will feature three case studies from nonprofits who have recently
changed their names.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Farra Trompeter, Katherine Ollenburger, Rinku Sen
___________________________________________

Effective Social Media Advertising on $100 a Month
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 256
Session Description:
Not every nonprofit has a five-figure budget to spend on social media advertising. So how do you
rise above the noise and reach the audiences that matter most to your organization? Looking at
several case studies that have shown high results on small investments, learn how to identify the
advertising platforms that give you the largest ROI for your organization and plan a campaign from targeting to messaging to measuring - that can be run on $100 a month. You'll also learn the
next steps to take to start #winning at paid social.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
George Weiner
___________________________________________

The Future of Work: Looking Through Nonprofit Tech Lenses
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 258
Session Description:
How will the future of work trends impact nonprofit internal tech operations and the digital
expression of each mission? When considering the evolution of Digital Ethics & Privacy, the Gig
Economy, and Augmented Analytics, how might these change the speed and method by which
board pitches occur or the means by which donors are engaged? With this session, we'll don
three trendy sets of specs some with the bifocal of speed to explore the future of work.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:

Katherine Lagana
___________________________________________

The Largest Group of Untapped Charitable Givers? Small-Dollar Donors
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D135
Session Description:
Small-dollar donors are having a huge impact on everything from hurricane cleanup to national
advocacy work. Increasingly, donors are choosing to give $10, $25, or $100 online when an issue
or cause is in the news as a way to take direct action. Here's the key: organizations that have a
clear strategy to engage, respect, and build relationships with these donors are the ones
achieving the most success. We'll team up with an organization that is getting it right and cover
the basics of digital fundraising, as well as help you make a game plan for engaging new donors.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Carrie Mann, Sara Kerrigan
___________________________________________

Donor Acquisition: Maximizing ROI in a Multi-Channel World
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Should your organization invest in email acquisition? Grow direct mail acquisition? Advertising?
All of the above? How (and when) do you know if your online acquisition program is paying off?
Come talk about the best ways to track Acquisition ROI across channels. We'll share a case
study of Sempervirens Fund's omni-channel acquisition program, covering all the factors to
consider when assessing (and justifying!) your investment in email acquisition. We'll also highlight
organizations with small and large acquisition budgets. And we'll show you how to set up a
system to track and report on these numbers yourself!
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Michelle Shefter, Wendy Husman, Michael Kawalek
___________________________________________

The Keys to Successful Internal IT Training
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
How do you excite people about learning how to input data? Keep them enthused when you need
to chat about data accuracy? Document the process in a way that can stay fluid but accurate?
And do all of this when working the jobs of three people? Sound familiar? Here are some tips and
tricks about getting colleagues on board with learning about technology, keeping them engaged,
and creating SOPs to ensure ease during transitions.

Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Molly Swonger, Matt Howell
___________________________________________

User Research for Social Change
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E141
Session Description:
Nonprofits often pride themselves on being closely connected to the people and communities
they serve. Yet even in nonprofits, conducting formal user research and user testing can help
uncover assumptions and reveal new insights about your clients, their stories, and their
behaviors. Over the past year, Mission Asset Fund has ramped up its user research capacity and
learned some lessons along the way. Join them and learn how to bring or refine these tools for
your organization.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Ramya Gopal
___________________________________________

The Accidental Techie's Guide to Creating Awesome Online Learning
Experiences
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E142
Session Description:
TechSoup and Julia Campbell bring more than a decade of experience to designing engaging
online trainings in a wide variety of accessible formats. They'll lead this highly participatory and
activity-driven workshop to help you evaluate online training delivery methods and build effective
training for your nonprofit staff or external constituencies. Assess different LMS (learning
management systems) and learn from your peers and experts in the room on how to use online
learning tools to accomplish your organizational goals. Gain insights on the needed mindsets and
skill sets to achieve your mission and have a greater impact in your programs.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Julia Campbell, Daphne Lagios
___________________________________________

Incident Response for Nonprofits
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
This workshop will help you gain an understanding of what incident response is, and why a plan
for it should be a key component of your organization's policies & procedures.

While the focus will be on the technical side of things, this session will show why an incident
response plan can be much broader and cover areas that impact all aspects of your
organization's work.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Colin Boyle, Ken Montenegro
___________________________________________

Be a Tech Accessibility Advocate
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E145
Session Description:
Meeting the accessibility needs of all your colleagues is easier than you may think. With the surge
of apps, there is greater access to tools to improve working environments for many people with
and without disabilities. Join this session to better understand how you can be a stronger
advocate for assistive technology.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Aurora Holder, Keith Casebonne
___________________________________________

Building a Lookalike Strategy: How AI Can Improve P2P Fundraising
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E146
Session Description:
Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (JDRF - Greater Dallas Chapter) has built one of the top
programs in the country around peer-to-peer fundraising. In search of incremental growth around
their already proven peer-to-peer success, JDRF began exploring how to apply the principles of
custom-modeling audiences - normally used in the direct mail world - to help their DIY fundraisers
increase their personal giving network.
In this presentation, Eric Okimoto, COO of boodle.ai, and Scott Paul, JDRF major fundraiser, will
highlight the successes, challenges, and hard-earned lessons of this strategic fundraising
initiative from the Fall 2018 event season.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Eric Okimoto
___________________________________________

That Elusive 360-Degree View: Case Studies on the Way to a Single CRM
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E147 - E148

Session Description:
For years, nonprofits have discussed the dream of a single CRM: one database offering the
elusive, 360-degree view of each supporter. Orgs want to consolidate data siloes, minimize
manual staff work, get rid of brittle integrations -- and have greater insight, technical freedom, and
the ability to offer personalized supporter journeys.
The single-CRM model is both possible and worthwhile! Two pioneering organizations, the ACLU
and Food and Water Watch, will share their words of wisdom, their enthusiasm, and their
sometimes road-weary stories of what they learned in search of their own single-CRM solutions.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Misty McLaughlin, Justin Birdsong, Kiva LaTouche
___________________________________________

The Highs and Lows of CMOs
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F149
Session Description:
What will hiring a C-suite marketing or communications leader do to advance your organization's
mission? This panel discussion will explore the best way to grow a team that adds depth,
diversity, and strategy to your organization's communications.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Sarah Durham, Chandra Hayslett, Ambar Mentor-Truppa, Suzanne Shaw
___________________________________________

Talking Tech to Your Board
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F150
Session Description:
Boards aren't always thrilled about approving investments in technology, yet nonprofit
organizations are required to report on a multitude of topics, with little staff capacity. Board and
committee meetings leave executive directors, finance, and development teams scrambling to
find the resources for reporting out and managing programs. Art in Action, Oracle NetSuite Social
Impact, and the Taproot Foundation will explore how to introduce innovative technology to your
Board of Directors. Learn how to bring technology to your Board so they become more savvy
experts and more energized about tech decisions.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Peggy Duvette, Rebecca Wang
___________________________________________

Marketing Isn't Enough: How to Create Digital Campaigns That Engage
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM

Room: F151
Session Description:
It's not enough to reach constituents with our communications or brand; we must also
cultivate relationships and engage them in our work, from utilizing resources or services to
becoming volunteers, advocacy takers, or even donors.
GLSEN, the leading organization working to create safe and inclusive K-12 schools for LGBTQ
youth, will share how to develop winning campaigns that get attention, engage audiences, and
cultivate more meaningful actions that further your mission.
Go behind the scenes of successful campaigns to learn easy-to-implement tactics, and receive
worksheets to begin planning your next campaign.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
___________________________________________

Fields Run Amuck - Data Governance for Your Organization
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F152
Session Description:
Data, data, data! Everyone is all about data these days. Funders want reports on it, evaluation
staff members are constantly engrossed in it, and technology teams are knee-deep in it. But is
anyone paying attention to what is going on behind the scenes? Who decides what new data
points get added to the CRM? Does anyone remember what exactly we're using Field16 for?
Learn the how-to's of data governance, from data dictionaries to defining data stakeholders, and
governance frameworks.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Dar Veverka, Isaac Shalev
___________________________________________

The Five Laws of Successful IT Strategy and Planning
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 251
Session Description:
The potential of technology to enable organizational success is well documented. Today, reaping
the fiscal and operational benefits of a well-executed technology strategy is a goal of most
businesses. Attempting to unleash this potential amid an increasingly complex and ever-changing
digital landscape, however, can present significant challenges. Fortunately, success leaves
footprints and we are not required to reinvent the wheel. In this session you'll learn the role belief
plays in successful IT outcomes, using clarity of purpose to reduce complexity and simplify
decision making, how success and failure can be predicted, why change is the key to
improvement, and more.
Session Category: Tactical

Speakers:
Nathaniel Payne
___________________________________________

A Tool Extravaganza: New Tactics to Use Now
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 252
Session Description:
Looking for a session that will introduce you to many tools and tactics that you can use as soon
as you leave? This is it!
Led by experienced nonprofit staff and consultants who are constantly scouring for new and
useful tools and tactics, this will be a rapid overview to benefit your fundraising, marketing, data
management, and more. We will cram in as much as possible for a highly engaging and fun
session - don't miss out!
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Jason Shim
___________________________________________

Why Your Gut is Wrong: The Science of How Donors Behave Online
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 253
Session Description:
With Google Analytics, we know the who, what, when, where, and how of actions on your
website. But do we know WHY those actions are happening? We can, thanks to the psychology
of how we see. Even if you're a non-designer, you'll learn why certain layouts are scientifically
proven to be more effective than others (and why you should never trust your gut).
We'll look at how these designs play out in action against Donate Life America's organ, eye, and
tissue donor registration page. Finally, we'll give you 5 ideas for design elements you can test on
your site today.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
___________________________________________

Click. Click. Done. Must-Have Google Analytics Settings
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 254
Session Description:
Without a doubt, Google Analytics does all sorts of great things, but that doesn't mean you are
getting a complete picture. To get every benefit of the data, you'll need to activate and/or setup
several key features.
Learn how to implement the following must-have GA settings in real-time:
• Activate Demographics and User Metrics

•
•
•
•

Filter Out Your Own Visits
Activate Search Tracking and Enhanced Link Attribution
Adjust Session Settings and Campaign Lengths
Set Your Primary UR

Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Drew McManus
___________________________________________

Building a Solid Project Management Culture at Your Organization
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 255
Session Description:
Nonprofit professionals know what it's like to work with limited time and resources. From
technology to fundraising programs to human resources, effective project management is key to
meeting organizational goals while staying on time and on budget.
This session will explore how integrating project management into your organization's culture can
increase transparency, improve data collection, and ultimately lead to smarter decision-making.
You'll learn strategies for gaining team buy-in and effectively implementing a project-focused
culture, along with digital tools and templates to get started.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Joe Moran
___________________________________________

Customer Journey Mapping Demystified
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 256
Session Description:
Customer journey mapping is a powerful exercise that - done correctly -allows you to improve
your organizations interactions with members, donors, volunteers, and others by seeing it from
their perspective. AdoptUSKids used customer journey mapping to document what our audiences
- families considering adoption and professionals who help them - are doing, thinking, and feeling
at various milestones. Now we're using what we learned to deliver relevant, consistent messages
at every touch point. We'll outline the steps of our journey-mapping process and show you how
we've used it to revise our digital strategy and improve our services.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Anna Marshall
___________________________________________

Collecting User-Generated Content for Digital Success

1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: 258
Session Description:
Your donors and advocates are the best messengers for your cause. Their own stories in their
own voice are authentic, emotional and will beat your corporate organizational marketing speak
any day.
The demands on your team to create content are increasing. More channels, more posts, more
video... how can we keep up?
Your constituents can be your best content creators. In this fast-paced session we'll learn how to
ask, how to engage and how to capture content from your constituents that moves you to mission
success. We'll see case studies from leading charities and advocacy orgs.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Michael Hoffman, Cheryl Contee
___________________________________________

10 Simple Digital Ways to Build Your Nonprofit Email List
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: D135
Session Description:
It's more important than ever for nonprofits to focus on building their email lists. Email revenue
makes up 28% of all online giving! Join nonprofit digital marketing strategist Julia Campbell to
learn how to attract new supporters to your email list using your website and social media
platforms. Whether your nonprofit is large or small, has a huge online presence or is just starting
out, there are 10 simple, strategic ways to use your website and social media channels to attract
new email subscribers and bring them onto your list.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Josh Hirsch, Julia Campbell
___________________________________________

Peer-to-Peer Fundraising: Proven Tactics We Learned From Analyzing 1000+
Campaigns Raising Millions
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Today, your supporters are hyper-connected, live inside personal feeds, support causes over
institutions, and prioritize recommendations from friends when choosing organizations to support.
These shifts make your job as a fundraiser tough. However, nonprofits of all sizes and a diverse
range of causes have leaned into these shifts and are using peer-to-peer to enhance their
fundraising efforts.

In this session, you'll learn proven tactics we uncovered from analyzing thousands of peer-to-peer
fundraising efforts including events, giving days, annual funds, and corporate partnerships and
through interviews with the fundraisers leading these efforts.
You'll see how peer-to-peer is evolving. What works. And, what doesn't.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Noah Barnett
___________________________________________

Filtering Unconscious Bias: Hiring Practices That Make You Less Diverse and
Inclusive
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
We know nonprofit tech has not always been a shining example of diversity and inclusiveness
and that we must do better. But what if the very hiring practices we're hoping will lead to more
organizational diversity are in fact working against us? Unconscious bias can be pretty insidious
and hard to uncover, which means we have to evaluate our practices at every level. Join this
discussion about some common practices in the nonprofit tech world that make it harder to reach
a more diverse audience and send unintentiona messages to some that they are unlikely to fit in
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Paula Brantner
___________________________________________

Sketchnotes: Tools and Tips to Improve Visual Communication
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: E141
Session Description:
Sketchnotes can keep your notebooks tidy, create new ways to organize your thoughts in real
time, and create a compelling record of your experiences. For nonprofit professionals,
sketchnotes are great for visualizing projects, documenting processes, bringing what you've
learned at conferences to your colleagues back at the office, and more. In this session, NTC
sketchnote veterans will introduce basic concepts of visual note-taking, and share their colorful,
narrative styles.
You'll learn:
• Why sketchnotes?
• How to get started
• Tools!
• Strategies for fast-paced environments
The entire session will be hands-on, developing a visual language approach you can start using
right away.
Session Category: Tactical

Speakers:
Adrienne Figus, Genie Gratto
___________________________________________

Strategies to Shine as a Remote Employee
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: E142
Session Description:
There is much an organization can do to support remote employees, but that is only half of the
equation for remote work to be successful. Being a "good fit," staying connected, and making
your best contributions don't just happen by accident. In this session, hear from two fully-remote
nonprofit employees with multiple years of experience working as part of mixed teams (remote
and in-office).
Whether you currently work remotely, have a flexible workplace policy, or are considering making
the leap, this fast-paced session will provide tips, tools, and strategies to set you up for greater
success.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Ash Shepherd
___________________________________________

Mapping Your Digital Ecosystem
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
Rather than looking at systems such as your website and CRM as silos, wouldn't it be better to
understand how all of your tools fit together? In this session, walk through how to map your digital
ecosystem, and how to use that insight to create a roadmap for improvements which could
include automated integrations, select custom functionality, and new tools to replace legacy
systems. When the journey is complete, your team will be more efficient, you will gain a holistic
view of how your constituents engage with your organization, and you can create more
personalized, compelling digital experiences for your users.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Lev Tsypin
___________________________________________

The Quest for Balance: Time Management for Your Nonprofit
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: E145
Session Description:
Everyone working at a nonprofit knows all too well the feeling of being absolutely overtaken by
your to-do list or running out of day (and night) well before you've done everything you'd hoped to

do. If you've ever felt overwhelmed trying to balance all you do, as you work to achieve your
nonprofit mission including your fundraising or donor management tasks and objectives, you
know it's time to rethink time management. This session will address leveraging technology and
other secrets to successfully doing more with no extra time. Join us for this fun, interactive
session and you'll walk away with practical strategies and maybe even a few time management
superpowers to help you do good, better.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
David Jost
___________________________________________

No More Post-its: Implementing Password Management for Your Organization
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: E146
Session Description:
Everyone knows someone with bad password habits, from reusing the same password on
multiple systems to writing down passwords on Post-it notes. Creating strong passwords can be
daunting, especially when they have to be changed frequently. Implementing a password
manager offers solutions to these problems by generating strong passwords and storing them
securely. Learn about the different password managers available, tips for choosing the right one
for your organization, recommended practices for implementation, approaches for user training to
lay the foundation for success, and ways to extend beyond simply storing passwords.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Stephanie Henyard
___________________________________________

Tools for Creating Budget-Friendly Social Videos
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: F149
Session Description:
You have a great video idea for social content, but you can't spend thousands of dollars on an
editor or fancy animation. You may not even have nice-looking b-roll or good photos. This session
will focus on how to create video content using free, relatively easy-to-use tools. You'll walk away
knowing how to create simple videos that help drive toward your digital goals.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Katie Fogleman, Nick Dean
___________________________________________

Email Marketing Makeover
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: F150

Session Description:
Are you maximizing your email campaigns to drive open rates, engagement, and conversions?
Learn best practices that can lead to more engagement and ensures clickthroughs and
conversions. Explore email automation functionality that will revolutionize the way you think about
and deploy your email campaigns. In this session, we will cover: Design best practices List
segmentation Automation Behavior-based sending
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Ceci Dadisman
___________________________________________

How to Take Great Marketing Photos with Your Smartphone
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: F151
Session Description:
You're competing for your audience's attention in a highly visual world. Great photographs can
make or break the success of every tweet, brochure, or blog post. But what can you do when
you're not - or can't afford - a professional photographer to capture all those poignant moments
and special events that really tell your organization's story? Learn the top tips and tricks for
getting the best results from your smartphone for photography, whether you're using photographs
to create your own projects or providing them to a professional designer.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Beth Brodovsky
___________________________________________

Eight Ideas to Optimize Your Recurring Giving Program
1:15 PM - 1:45 PM
Room: F152
Session Description:
After making three different online donations to 115 nonprofits and capturing the experience in
The Nonprofit Recurring Giving Benchmark Study, we found eight main ways organizations could
improve their online giving experience and recruit more recurring donors.
In this session, learn those 8 ideas and see examples and experiments that you can borrow,
copy, and steal to test for yourself and grow your own recurring giving program. And, if you're
brave enough, submit your donation page/recurring giving program to be optimized live in the
session.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Brady Josephson
___________________________________________

The Five Laws of Successful IT Strategy and Planning
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM

Room: 251
Session Description:
The potential of technology to enable organizational success is well documented. Today, reaping
the fiscal and operational benefits of a well-executed technology strategy is a goal of most
businesses. Attempting to unleash this potential amid an increasingly complex and ever-changing
digital landscape, however, can present significant challenges. Fortunately, success leaves
footprints and we are not required to reinvent the wheel. In this session you'll learn the role belief
plays in successful IT outcomes, using clarity of purpose to reduce complexity and simplify
decision making, how success and failure can be predicted, why change is the key to
improvement, and more.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Nathaniel Payne
___________________________________________

A Tool Extravaganza: New Tactics to Use Now
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: 252
Session Description:
Looking for a session that will introduce you to many tools and tactics that you can use as soon
as you leave? This is it!
Led by experienced nonprofit staff and consultants who are constantly scouring for new and
useful tools and tactics, this will be a rapid overview to benefit your fundraising, marketing, data
management, and more. We will cram in as much as possible for a highly engaging and fun
session - don't miss out!
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Jason Shim
___________________________________________

Why Your Gut is Wrong: The Science of How Donors Behave Online
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: 253
Session Description:
With Google Analytics, we know the who, what, when, where, and how of actions on your
website. But do we know WHY those actions are happening? We can, thanks to the psychology
of how we see. Even if you're a non-designer, you'll learn why certain layouts are scientifically
proven to be more effective than others (and why you should never trust your gut).
We'll look at how these designs play out in action against Donate Life America's organ, eye, and
tissue donor registration page. Finally, we'll give you 5 ideas for design elements you can test on
your site today.
Session Category: Tactical

Speakers:
___________________________________________

Click. Click. Done. Must-Have Google Analytics Settings
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: 254
Session Description:
Without a doubt, Google Analytics does all sorts of great things, but that doesn't mean you are
getting a complete picture. To get every benefit of the data, you'll need to activate and/or setup
several key features.
Learn how to implement the following must-have GA settings in real-time:
• Activate Demographics and User Metrics
• Filter Out Your Own Visits
• Activate Search Tracking and Enhanced Link Attribution
• Adjust Session Settings and Campaign Lengths
• Set Your Primary UR
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Drew McManus
___________________________________________

Building a Solid Project Management Culture at Your Organization
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: 255
Session Description:
Nonprofit professionals know what it's like to work with limited time and resources. From
technology to fundraising programs to human resources, effective project management is key to
meeting organizational goals while staying on time and on budget.
This session will explore how integrating project management into your organization's culture can
increase transparency, improve data collection, and ultimately lead to smarter decision-making.
You'll learn strategies for gaining team buy-in and effectively implementing a project-focused
culture, along with digital tools and templates to get started.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Joe Moran
___________________________________________

Customer Journey Mapping Demystified
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: 256
Session Description:

Customer journey mapping is a powerful exercise that - done correctly -allows you to improve
your organizations interactions with members, donors, volunteers, and others by seeing it from
their perspective. AdoptUSKids used customer journey mapping to document what our audiences
- families considering adoption and professionals who help them - are doing, thinking, and feeling
at various milestones. Now we're using what we learned to deliver relevant, consistent messages
at every touch point. We'll outline the steps of our journey-mapping process and show you how
we've used it to revise our digital strategy and improve our services.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Anna Marshall
___________________________________________

Collecting User-Generated Content for Digital Success
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: 258
Session Description:
Your donors and advocates are the best messengers for your cause. Their own stories in their
own voice are authentic, emotional and will beat your corporate organizational marketing speak
any day.
The demands on your team to create content are increasing. More channels, more posts, more
video... how can we keep up?
Your constituents can be your best content creators. In this fast-paced session we'll learn how to
ask, how to engage and how to capture content from your constituents that moves you to mission
success. We'll see case studies from leading charities and advocacy orgs.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Michael Hoffman, Cheryl Contee
___________________________________________

10 Simple Digital Ways to Build Your Nonprofit Email List
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: D135
Session Description:
It's more important than ever for nonprofits to focus on building their email lists. Email revenue
makes up 28% of all online giving! Join nonprofit digital marketing strategist Julia Campbell to
learn how to attract new supporters to your email list using your website and social media
platforms. Whether your nonprofit is large or small, has a huge online presence or is just starting
out, there are 10 simple, strategic ways to use your website and social media channels to attract
new email subscribers and bring them onto your list.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Josh Hirsch, Julia Campbell
___________________________________________

Peer-to-Peer Fundraising: Proven Tactics We Learned From Analyzing 1000+
Campaigns Raising Millions
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Today, your supporters are hyper-connected, live inside personal feeds, support causes over
institutions, and prioritize recommendations from friends when choosing organizations to support.
These shifts make your job as a fundraiser tough. However, nonprofits of all sizes and a diverse
range of causes have leaned into these shifts and are using peer-to-peer to enhance their
fundraising efforts.
In this session, you'll learn proven tactics we uncovered from analyzing thousands of peer-to-peer
fundraising efforts including events, giving days, annual funds, and corporate partnerships and
through interviews with the fundraisers leading these efforts.
You'll see how peer-to-peer is evolving. What works. And, what doesn't.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Noah Barnett
___________________________________________

Filtering Unconscious Bias: Hiring Practices That Make You Less Diverse and
Inclusive
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
We know nonprofit tech has not always been a shining example of diversity and inclusiveness
and that we must do better. But what if the very hiring practices we're hoping will lead to more
organizational diversity are in fact working against us? Unconscious bias can be pretty insidious
and hard to uncover, which means we have to evaluate our practices at every level. Join this
discussion about some common practices in the nonprofit tech world that make it harder to reach
a more diverse audience and send unintentiona messages to some that they are unlikely to fit in.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Paula Brantner
___________________________________________

Sketchnotes: Tools and Tips to Improve Visual Communication
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E141
Session Description:
Sketchnotes can keep your notebooks tidy, create new ways to organize your thoughts in real
time, and create a compelling record of your experiences. For nonprofit professionals,
sketchnotes are great for visualizing projects, documenting processes, bringing what you've
learned at conferences to your colleagues back at the office, and more. In this session, NTC

sketchnote veterans will introduce basic concepts of visual note-taking, and share their colorful,
narrative styles. You'll learn:
• Why sketchnotes?
• How to get started
• Tools!
• Strategies for fast-paced environments
The entire session will be hands-on, developing a visual language approach you can start using
right away.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Adrienne Figus, Genie Gratto
___________________________________________

Strategies to Shine as a Remote Employee
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E142
Session Description:
There is much an organization can do to support remote employees, but that is only half of the
equation for remote work to be successful. Being a "good fit," staying connected, and making
your best contributions don't just happen by accident. In this session, hear from two fully-remote
nonprofit employees with multiple years of experience working as part of mixed teams (remote
and in-office).
Whether you currently work remotely, have a flexible workplace policy, or are considering making
the leap, this fast-paced session will provide tips, tools, and strategies to set you up for greater
success.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Ash Shepherd
___________________________________________

Mapping Your Digital Ecosystem
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
Rather than looking at systems such as your website and CRM as silos, wouldn't it be better to
understand how all of your tools fit together? In this session, walk through how to map your digital
ecosystem, and how to use that insight to create a roadmap for improvements which could
include automated integrations, select custom functionality, and new tools to replace legacy
systems. When the journey is complete, your team will be more efficient, you will gain a holistic
view of how your constituents engage with your organization, and you can create more
personalized, compelling digital experiences for your users.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:

Lev Tsypin
___________________________________________

The Quest for Balance: Time Management for Your Nonprofit
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E145
Session Description:
Everyone working at a nonprofit knows all too well the feeling of being absolutely overtaken by
your to-do list or running out of day (and night) well before you've done everything you'd hoped to
do. If you've ever felt overwhelmed trying to balance all you do, as you work to achieve your
nonprofit mission including your fundraising or donor management tasks and objectives, you
know it's time to rethink time management. This session will address leveraging technology and
other secrets to successfully doing more with no extra time. Join us for this fun, interactive
session and you'll walk away with practical strategies and maybe even a few time management
superpowers to help you do good, better.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
David Jost
___________________________________________

No More Post-its: Implementing Password Management for Your Organization
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E146
Session Description:
Everyone knows someone with bad password habits, from reusing the same password on
multiple systems to writing down passwords on Post-it notes. Creating strong passwords can be
daunting, especially when they have to be changed frequently. Implementing a password
manager offers solutions to these problems by generating strong passwords and storing them
securely. Learn about the different password managers available, tips for choosing the right one
for your organization, recommended practices for implementation, approaches for user training to
lay the foundation for success, and ways to extend beyond simply storing passwords.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Stephanie Henyard
___________________________________________

Tools for Creating Budget-Friendly Social Videos
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F149
Session Description:
You have a great video idea for social content, but you can't spend thousands of dollars on an
editor or fancy animation. You may not even have nice-looking b-roll or good photos. This session
will focus on how to create video content using free, relatively easy-to-use tools. You'll walk away
knowing how to create simple videos that help drive toward your digital goals.

Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Katie Fogleman, Nick Dean
___________________________________________

Email Marketing Makeover
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F150
Session Description:
Are you maximizing your email campaigns to drive open rates, engagement, and conversions?
Learn best practices that can lead to more engagement and ensures clickthroughs and
conversions. Explore email automation functionality that will revolutionize the way you think about
and deploy your email campaigns. In this session, we will cover: Design best practices List
segmentation Automation Behavior-based sending
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Ceci Dadisman
___________________________________________

How to Take Great Marketing Photos with Your Smartphone
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F151
Session Description:
You're competing for your audience's attention in a highly visual world. Great photographs can
make or break the success of every tweet, brochure, or blog post. But what can you do when
you're not - or can't afford - a professional photographer to capture all those poignant moments
and special events that really tell your organization's story? Learn the top tips and tricks for
getting the best results from your smartphone for photography, whether you're using photographs
to create your own projects or providing them to a professional designer.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Beth Brodovsky
___________________________________________

Eight Ideas to Optimize Your Recurring Giving Program
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F152
Session Description:
After making three different online donations to 115 nonprofits and capturing the experience in
The Nonprofit Recurring Giving Benchmark Study, we found eight main ways organizations could
improve their online giving experience and recruit more recurring donors.
In this session, learn those 8 ideas and see examples and experiments that you can borrow,
copy, and steal to test for yourself and grow your own recurring giving program. And, if you're

brave enough, submit your donation page/recurring giving program to be optimized live in the
session.
Session Category: Tactical
Speakers:
Brady Josephson
___________________________________________

Different Flavors of Digital Inclusion Programming
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: 251
Session Description:
Delivering programs to enhance basic digital literacy skills is a stepping stone toward larger
outcomes such as staving off isolation and connecting to friends and family, applying for
employment opportunities, furthering educational goals through online learning, communicating
with their children's school and more. Human service agencies that work with low-income
communities know this need well and staff members are often asked to help their clients with
tasks such as searching for information, applying for jobs or housing. In some cities, people who
seek to improve their computer skills can sign up for classes at their local library or adult
education program, but this service is not widely available.
In this session, you will learn how different types of social service agencies address the digital
divide for their communities.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Kami Griffiths, Amy VanDeVelde, Diana Rodriguez, Brian McGuirk
___________________________________________

Grit: Succeeding as a Woman in Tech
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: 252
Session Description:
Grit is mission-critical for women in tech. Without it, it's nearly impossible to work your way
upward in a male-dominated industry. But what does grit mean? What steps should you take to
bolster a successful career over the long-run? Our panel will include four women in leadership
roles in the nonprofit technology ecosystem. There's no easy solution, but these authentic, gritty,
and unique perspectives will share successes and failures, and encourage dialogue to inspire all.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Marisa Lopez, Angela Adams, Sara Chieco, Tami Lau
___________________________________________

Navigating The Unknown With The 2019 Digital Outlook Report
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: 253

Session Description:
Care2 , hjc and NTEN are excited to release the 2019 Digital Outlook Report, which captures the
digital strategy landscape in nonprofit organizations, as well as strategies in 2019 for staffing,
tactics, tools, and more.
In keeping with the theme of the 2019 Digital Outlook Report, "Navigating the Unknown," we'll
first help you launch your ship from the shores of some basic fundraising technology that we
should all be using better. We look at P2P, Facebook, and Google Ad Grants to fill in those
knowledge gaps that are keeping your ROI ashore.
We then steer our way to the ocean of uncertainty surrounding cross-team communication. It's a
topic we've approached in the past, but this year we've got some quick tips to cross-skill your
team that requires no budget, little time, and will keep your crew happy.
Don't have a ship? We'll teach you to build your own. Too often, nonprofits have to make do with
corporate software and solutions that don't fit their particular needs. In the final section, well show
you how organizations can adapt technologies to fit their purpose, create their own solutions, and
think outside the #nptech box.
We hope these strategies will help you navigate your way to smoother waters.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Elena Francis, Charly Jarrett, Jennifer Jones Ingram
___________________________________________

Deepen Connections With Data: The Amazon Experience For Nonprofits
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: 254
Session Description:
How data-driven strategies can help your organization connect in more meaningful ways and
drive donor loyalty. We all want more loyal supporters - the kind that keeps coming back year
after year. Here's the thing: Your donors are just like you. Emotions drive most of their decision
making. Understanding what makes your supporters tick and creating your strategy based on
those insights can help you deepen relationships and drive loyalty to your cause.
The more clearly you understand what motivates a donor to give, the more you can tailor your
marketing and fundraising communications.
In this session, we'll take you through a process for developing an insights-focused donor
journey.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Taylor Shanklin
___________________________________________

Data is Not a Four-Letter Word: Get Your Team on Board
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: 255

Session Description:
How do you convince people who don't get data to be part of the solution? You can lead your
team (and boss) to enter data! You'll gain strategies for finding allies and training others for a
data-driven organization. You'll learn how to translate impact and show data's crucial role. And
we'll talk about designing communications accessible to a variety of stakeholders. We'll start with
a brief assessment before spending time in small groups that address specific challenges in your
organization: how to be a data hero, building data allies, and talking data with people at varying
data literacy levels.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Janice Chan, Adam London, Carrie Rice, Emilio Arocho
___________________________________________

Weaving New Technology into Your Fundraising Program - It's Not Scary!
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: 256
Session Description:
You have a strong fundraising program using mail, email, and phone. Why bother with new
technology? Those extra bells and whistles may never pay off and take a lot of legwork to get off
the ground. Sound familiar?
Come hear how the Human Rights Campaign has tested and adapted new technology into their
program. Learn how critical an organization's culture is to weaving new digital tools into the
fundraising program. From SMS to Facebook Messenger to video advocacy tools, digital
advertising, and Hustle & HRC have tried it all. And they're ready to tell you what worked, and
what didn't.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Lesley Hostetter, Kristina Williams
___________________________________________

Inconceivable: That Metric Does Not Mean What You Think It Means
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: D135
Session Description:
Do you ever get the feeling that your development metrics aren't helping you make smarter
decisions? Is your board insisting on looking at the same numbers they have since the Stone
Age? Ready for an epic adventure behind the numbers? In this session, take a fresh look at
fundraising metrics. Learn what they're really telling us, and discuss their flaws, fallacies,
vulnerabilities, and strengths. Our journey will take us from what we use, discovering what we
really want to know, and exploring how to get that information and take appropriate data-driven
action on that next large campaign.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Kirk Schmidt, Wes Moon

___________________________________________

Make It Monthly: Growing and Maintaining Your Monthly Donor Pool
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Monthly giving is more important to nonprofits than ever before -- especially for online fundraising
programs. Learn how to grow your sustainer program with these strategies for recruitment,
retention, stewardship, and upgrades.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Josh VanDavier, Jack Hilson, Nick Garcia
___________________________________________

The Nonprofit CRM is Changing - Why and How to Prepare
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
Leaders are frustrated. The nonprofit CRM should increase organizational effectiveness, decision
making, prospecting, donor management, and more. However, nonprofits are dealing with
inefficient systems that consume time and effort and produce little value. This is no longer
acceptable.
Over the past decade, the advances in nonprofit CRM have been tremendous. Your CRM should
be the core of all your departments. Paul Keogan will lead a discussion to help you understand
what's changing, why, and how you can prepare your organization to make this important shift.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Paul Keogan
___________________________________________

The Nonprofit's Guide to Financial Dashboards
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: E141
Session Description:
Managing finances for a nonprofit organization means getting visibility into how your organization
is achieving its mission. But how can you be sure every decision maker is equipped with the right
tools to gain insight on data? Everyone from managers to board members need insight into
different aspects of financial data to make the right decisions. Learn why nonprofit financial
managers need dashboards and how you can set up the right one for the right audience. When
everyone has the right data, they get visibility into the financial health of the organization to see if
you're meeting your mission.
Session Category: IT

Speakers:
Jacqueline Tiso, Jolie Bou
___________________________________________

Creating Global Communities Online and IRL
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: E142
Session Description:
So you've launched a community in your area. But you're ambitious and want to go global. Join
our fireside chat where community managers working internationally share how they scaled their
groups globally. Discussion topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Supporting multiple languages
Creating flexible programs that adjust to each community's culture and capacity
Managing time zones
How to move money. Bitcoin, wire transfers, legal compliance, etc.
The threats of closing civic space - and how to avoid getting your volunteers arrested
Working with ambassadors and super users
Platforms and technology to help you grow, including multi-language support and reliable
network connections

Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Elijah van der Giessen, Emma Togni
___________________________________________

Staying Sharp: How to Create and Implement Great Ideas
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
Not all ideas are created equal. Organizations often struggle with creating and implementing
better ideas. This session, originally presented at Harvard University's Digital Innovation
Academy, will walk you through how to generate strong everyday and breakthrough ideas,
choose and implement the best ones, and shift internal cultures from ad-hoc brainstorming to
strategic planning.This hands-on session will include a guided value-mapping activity and lesson
in idea pitching.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Graziella Jackson, Marcy Rye, Apollo Gonzales
___________________________________________

Let Your Data do the Driving: Google Analytics and Optimize for Nonprofits
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: E145
Session Description:

Google Analytics can be a game-changer when it comes to understanding your audience. Once
you've dialed in the right data, how do you use it to see improved results? Whether you are a
digital marketer or development director, get the best practices and tips that you need!Â Join
Firefly Partners for strategies and tactics to becoming a data-driven organization. You'll gain an
understanding of Google Analytics terminology, explore configuration options, and learn best
practices for common use cases. Plus, get an overview of how to use Google Optimize to test
your website.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Colleen Campbell, Jeanne McCabe
___________________________________________
\Digital Wallets: So
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: E146

Hot Right Now

Session Description:
Your donor just bought a house on a smartphone, and you want them to mail you a check?
People are doing everything on their phones - this is not news to us, yet the nonprofit sector
hasn't figured out how to appeal to donors on their phones. Donations made on mobile devices
are increasing at an exponential rate each year. In this session we will explore emerging mobile
technologies like digital wallets and streamlined donation forms, and how nonprofits can take
advantage of these to elevate donor experience, appeal to younger donors, and increase online
donations.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
David DeParolesa, Brooke Currence, Nicko Margolies, Robin Dupont
___________________________________________

100 Years Young: How a Historic Brand Stays Digitally Relevant
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: E147 - E148
Session Description:
It's challenging for any organization to stand out in our digital world. But how do you make your
brands rich history feel relevant to new audiences? In this session, explore how the League of
Women Voters, a nearly 100-year-old organization, reinvigorated their brand and voice to reach a
new, primarily digital audience. You'll learn how to reflect a new brand and voice through your
website, SEO, social media, and marketing campaigns, and how to use robust analytics to track
the effectiveness of these changes so you can remain digitally relevant for years to come.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Caitlin Rulien, JoMarie Hoholik, Jeremy Haselwood
___________________________________________

How to Reach Under-Represented Communities and Inspire Engagement Online

3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: F149
Session Description:
There's a bias in marketing, and even the most well-intentioned nonprofits can fall victim to it.
From the photos we choose to the language we use, our marketing messages often don't feel like
they're intended for everyone. Learn how PRIDEnet and the National Sexual and Gender Minority
Engagement Network used digital ads to reach and engage under-represented individuals within
the LGBTQ community in health research. From getting community feedback to testing creative
that resonated with target audiences, learn how to develop inclusive ads that speak to diverse
audiences for stellar results.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Mahri Bahati, Jenn Lejano, Darren Arquero
___________________________________________

Dirty Data? Clean It Up.
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: F150
Session Description:
Poor data hygiene can have a massive impact on every aspect of your organization - from not
being able to accurately report on your donors and advocates, to missing the chance to connect
with them in an efficient and effective way. Join the Alzheimer's Association to discuss the
challenges that bad data creates and how you can use tools and best practices to overcome
them in your organization.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Maggie Cameron, Michael Fiaschetti
___________________________________________

How Tech Assessments Can Increase User Adoption
3:00 PM - 4:15 PM
Room: F151
Session Description:
Ready to take the plunge and move to a new CRM or update your website? Starting with a
careful assessment can make or break your project, but many don't know where to begin. Come
learn how to determine what kind of assessment makes sense for your project, who should be
involved in the assessment process and at what level, and how getting the right voices at the
table at the right time can help.
Using nonprofit examples, we will explore how to ensure that the time and effort you put into the
assessment process pays off with organizational buy-in and increased user adoption of your new
systems.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:

Lila Pigott
___________________________________________

Friday, March 15th
Jazz Brunch
9:00 AM - 10:15 AM
Room: Hall E
Session Description:
Start your final day at 19NTC with a delicious brunch and the Jacqueline Tabor Jazz Band.
NTEN's CEO, Amy Sample Ward, will briefly announce three annual awards, thanks to this year's
award sponsor, Box.org.
NTEN Award recipients move NTEN's mission forward from within the community
Rob Stuart Memorial Award honors communities that use technology to disrupt the status quo
Lifetime Achievement Award recipients have been instrumental in shaping the field of nonprofit
technology
The Tides Foundation will present the Antonio Pizzigati Prize for Software in the Public Interest to
one individual who has created or led an effort to create an open source software product of
significant value to the nonprofit sector and movements for social change. The Pizzigati Prize
honors the brief life of Tony Pizzigati, an early advocate of open source computing.
Session Category: General Session
Speakers:
___________________________________________

Become the Leader You Always Wished You'd Had
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 251
Session Description:
Have you had that leader before that you just could NOT believe was promoted to a leadership
role? Every time they called a meeting, there was a collective groan across the office? Been
there. The worst part was seeing this person drain the creativity and passion from each talented
person on their team, until inevitably the talent left.
In this workshop, learn how YOU can be the leader you always wished you'd had. Work on
communicating effectively, setting clear expectations, motivating others, and building the right
team vibe.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Nikki Henry, Jeremy Haselwood
___________________________________________

How to Create Multimedia Stories that Educate and Engage Your Audience
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 252

Session Description:
Want to share stories with your audience but don't know where to start? Have you seen another
organization's creative content and want to do something similar, but don't have an in-house
creative team or the resources to hire a contractor? In this panel, explore the various ways that
we share stories, whether through video, photography, articles, or multiple formats, to advance
advocacy goals. Explore ways you can harness the power of your existing team and affordable
(and free) resources on and offline to plan, capture, and publish powerful stories that educate and
engage your audience.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Martin Froger-Silva, Brenton Gieser
___________________________________________

Designing for Diversity: How User Personas Can Transform Your Website and
Services
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 253
Session Description:
In real life, we recognize the diversity of human experience, but we often forget key differences
and make sweeping assumptions when designing digital experiences or communications
strategies.
User personas can help you empathize with the people visiting your website or interacting with
your collateral and understand what motivates them. They also serve to counteract a natural bias
we all have in assuming that the user is a person essentially the same as us. And personas not
only work to optimize a web experience they can help you improve how you brand your
organization and even deliver your services.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Chelsea Lewis, Marcus Iannozzi
___________________________________________

Future-Proof Your Organization: Succession Planning in the Skills Economy
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 254
Session Description:
According to Bersin by Deloitte, only 33% of millennials believe their organizations are using their
skills well, and 42% say they are likely to leave because they are not learning fast enough.
Developing new knowledge, new skills, and new abilities is critical to future-proofing your
nonprofit's evolving talent needs. Additionally, assessing the abilities of your talent is essential to
understanding the profiles of your employees and ensuring the right role is filled with the right
ability.
Whether employees need development or have mastered success, understanding the skill profile
of your talent is critical to future-proof organizational growth and innovation.
Session Category: Leadership

Speakers:
Jeremy Spake
___________________________________________

Solving the CRM + Email + Website Equation
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 255
Session Description:
The landscape of CRM and communications technologies is confusing and constantly changing.
In this session, intended for development, marketing, and communications professionals, learn
how all these different technologies fit together, and how they contribute to your fundraising and
communication success.
Learn what CRMs do and why it's valuable to integrate these systems. Consider specific
systems, including Salesforce and Raiser's Edge, and describe common integrations and
constellations of systems. You'll emerge with a practical understanding of the opportunities for
integrating your CRM, website, and email.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Isaac Shalev
___________________________________________

Adventures in Developing a Virtual Training Program
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: 258
Session Description:
Transitioning to training online seems like a no-brainer, but what are the considerations when you
take activities that were meant to happen in a group setting and move them into a learning
management system? It's important to select a training program to better meet the changing
needs of trainers and learners. Hear about different project teams (in multiple cities) journey to
explore the proper tools to use, organize content to engage online learners, and the process to
solicit feedback from current volunteers.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Liza Dyer, Jesse Bisignano, Kami Griffiths, Amber Carroll, Eric Babb, Jeremy Haselwood
___________________________________________

Storytelling for Impact: Helping Donors Understand the Value of Their Dollar
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D135
Session Description:
If you want your donors to give more than once, you have to turn them into investors in and not
merely supporters of your mission. Donors want to feel the impact of their gift. They want to see
the concrete outcomes of their dollars. And they crave evidence that your organization is using

their gift to make the world a better, fairer, safer, and happier place. Storytelling compels your
donors to stay engaged and to donate again. Learn how to tell a story that cuts through the noise,
and to transform data into real, specific, human stories.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Andrew Buck, Becca Montjoy
___________________________________________

Reducing Donor Abandonment: What to Copy from E-retailers
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Studies put the average donor drop-off or abandonment rate for online donations at somewhere
between 50% and 70%. More than half of the donors who start the donation process won't finish
it - so where is it going wrong? We studied the best strategies implemented by top e-commerce
retailers to improve the donation checkout flow to reduce donor abandonment. We will present
common challenges that lead to donor drop off and strategies to reduce it.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
David DeParolesa, Matt Scott, Erin Dunne
___________________________________________

Evaluation: A Catalyst To Scale Impact And Investment
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
Friends of the Children (Friends) is a national non-profit founded in Portland OR whose mission is
to break the cycle of generational poverty by giving the most vulnerable children the ability to
create a new story. Friends work with children ages 4-6 from high-poverty schools and the foster
care system, pairing them with a salaried, professional mentor (a Friend) who stays with them
from kindergarten through graduation - 12 _ years, no matter what.
In the last five years, Friends has expanded significantly growing from five to fifteen sites (66%)
nationally. CEO, Terri Sorensen, and Director of Research and Strategic Impact, Susan Walsh,
will share how program evaluation was instilled in the DNA of the Friends organization from its
inception 26 years ago and has been the catalytic driver of strategic plans to scale. From
launching a rigorous randomized control trial study of the program's impact on youth to
developing strong internal data-driven performance management systems, Friends tracks the
information necessary to maximize scaling decision-making.
Terri and Susan will facilitate a robust discussion about how creating systems to assess data at
the national and local level provides a road map to scale informing how to strengthen the impact
of the program model, how to innovate in new ways to improve outcomes for more people, and
how to ensure that each chapter is sustainable for the long-term.
Session Category: Program

Speakers:
Susan Walsh, Terri Sorensen
___________________________________________

Privacy and Security Patterns for Nonprofits
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
This session defines basic privacy and security obligations and how they apply to nonprofits.
Learn what privacy actually means, why security matters for you and your supporters, and what
you can do to proactively improve your data handling online.
We'll also discuss the need to map potential threats to your online infrastructure and your online
supporters, how to assess your org's privacy and security policies, and review our open source, a
free tool that breaks down complex privacy rules and regulations into actionable, curated
guidance that can be implemented in less than five minutes.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Josh Levy, Tracy Kosa
___________________________________________

What It Looks Like When an Online Community Works
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E145
Session Description:
Both Ceres and NetSquared manage online communities. Ceres manages a network of investors
engaging corporations on issues from environmental practices to social justice. NetSquared is a
global network of volunteer-led meetups dedicated to building the digital capacity of nonprofits.
They use different online community tools for different outcomes, but both online communities are
central to how they achieve their missions.
Learn about the methods both organizations are using to power supporter collaboration. Find out
what has made both communities successful, lessons learned along the way, and how to judge
what tools your online community needs.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Karen Uffelman, Elijah van der Giessen
___________________________________________

Keep It Sustainable: Care, Feeding, and Grooming of a Large Website
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: E147 - E148
Session Description:
Any nonprofit digital property needs a healthy amount of upkeep, and the larger the site, the more
deliberate and managed that upkeep needs to be. In this session, Fionta and its national nonprofit

client will share real-life examples of processes and tactics that have helped them succeed in its
digital strategy. From setting up release cycles to managing team structures and dealing with
competing organizational priorities, they'll cover it all - and share some cautionary tales, too.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Gordon Withers, Lisa Godare, John Harrison
___________________________________________

IT Security Best Practices
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F149
Session Description:
Data security that is too difficult to use is no data security at all. Poorly implemented disaster
recovery plans give false security. Tangible - losses due to data - breaches and system failures can be dwarfed by damages to reputation, good will, and trust. Learn some clear and simple
best practices to secure your nonprofit organization:
Understand the three components of data security.
Learn how to quantify your risk, and the immediate actions and plans that you can take to
mitigate the risks.
Build Disaster Recovery and Business Resumption into your standard operating procedures.
Review Authentication and Identity Management to keep your data safe.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Mike Gzowski, Adam Rosenzweig
___________________________________________

Un-silo Without the Cost: Consolidated Reporting Across Databases
10:30 AM - 11:45 AM
Room: F150
Session Description:
Unified databases (or worse: Data Warehouses) are expensive and complex options for any
nonprofit. For most, they are no longer necessary. This session will provide a framework for
deciding when you need integrated systems and when you need integrated reporting. For those
integrated reporting challenges, we'll provide guidance of live-data model approaches available
with modern data visualization and reporting tools. These tools can provide lightweight solutions
for combining multiple data sources and providing real-time or close to real-time data
exploration. This session will provide an overview of vendors and approaches and help you select
the best one for your needs.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Sam Chenkin
___________________________________________

Better, Not New: Dispelling The Myth Of Tech Innovation
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: D135
Session Description:
Our cultural definition of innovation often focuses on newness and uniqueness - e.g., the first
organization to use the latest social media platform or the only one in the community with a
mobile app. However, innovation for social impact that successfully ties to mission and
community needs is often small, invisible to the public, and requires investment in existing
systems and staff. Innovation is not a new tool but a better way to use the tools we have for better
outcomes. Focusing on innovation defined by only new and exclusive things is not equitable. This
session will focus on both research highlights and recommendations for dismantling white
dominant culture in your organization and advancing the culture of innovation in an equitable way
within your team and organization.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Amy Sample Ward
___________________________________________

You Want a Revolution? I Want a Revelation! Getting the Buy-In You Want
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: D136
Session Description:
Getting stakeholders to buy-in on your fresh ideas can take real nerve. Learn how strengthening
your voice, as individuals and organizations, can result in better ideas, stronger missions,
empowered employees, and agile strategies. Examine examples from nonprofits that took leaps
of faith outside the norm that resulted in success and failure, and what was learned from both.
Discuss why taking risks is a good thing and how to encourage it in all aspects of the
organization, from employees to CEOs to board members, and how to get buy-in for big ideas.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Liz Polay-Wettengel, Karim Lessard
___________________________________________

Building, Growing, and Nurturing Digital Teams
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: D137 - D138
Session Description:
We ask a lot of our digital teams. They hold many responsibilities and are on the frontlines of
communicating with stakeholders. In organizations that lack digital leadership, teams can feel
isolated even when they are high-performing. With higher salaries in the private sector and a lack
of mentorship and advancement opportunities, turnover can be a massive problem.
This session will present data collected from digital teams across the social-profit sector,
understanding their needs and experiences. Review mistakes organizations make in hiring for

key digital roles, and hear successful strategies leaders have used to grow and nurture their
teams.
Session Category: Leadership
Speakers:
Ryann Miller, Ryan Baillargeon
___________________________________________

Three Ways Automation Will Modernize Your Fundraising
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E141
Session Description:
We live in a world of modern conveniences. Automation has made our lives easier and more
efficient. Jobs that used to take days to accomplish can now be completed in minutes. Valuable
time is gifted back to your staff members, simply by incorporating technology into your daily jobs.
Learn how to leverage technology to increase transparency, quickly respond in today's 24/7
world, and most significantly, to automate the step-by-step aspects of fundraising and put a
personal touch on your donor engagement.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Brian Lauterbach
___________________________________________

No Coding, No Budget, No Problem - DIY Data Viz Toolbox
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E142
Session Description:
Data visualization is quite the buzzword, but how can you use it to grow your audience, tell your
story, and further your organizations mission? You don't have to be a coding expert to use data
viz. This session will introduce you to ways of using research and data to tell impactful stories that
drive people to act, and how to integrate data visualization into your organization's content
strategy. You'll also learn about the multitude of free tools available, when to use each one, and
how to start learning to use them.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
___________________________________________

21st Century Major Giving: Creating an Effective Online Major Gift Program
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E143- E144
Session Description:
Major giving often seems stuck in the last century, but online major gift forms are now both
feasible and effective for mid-sized nonprofits. Online major gift forms offer benefits to you, your
organization, and your donors: making major gifts more convenient for your donors and allowing

you to convert one-time donations into recurring gifts. You can even use them at events and inperson asks to get immediate donations rather than pledges. This case study will provide readyto-use advice on how you too can create effective web forms for major givers, promote recurring
major gifts, and effectively use online forms in-person.
Session Category: Fundraising
Speakers:
Adam London, Carrie Rice, Anneliese Davis
___________________________________________

"Next Practices": The Art and Science of Inventing Tomorrow's Best Practices
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E145
Session Description:
Experimentation has proven a far more effective method in discovering the ideas that really work,
instead of 10,000 hours of deliberate practice. The American Heart Association and Alzheimer's
Association will share their top experiments. Learn how to bolster fundraising and engagement
efforts, including testing and embracing "failure" as a critical component of the experimentation
process.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
David Woody, Amy Harrod, Roz Lemieux
___________________________________________

Texters Take Action: Level Up Your Direct Action Organizing with SMS
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E146
Session Description:
Direct action organizing relies on building individual relationships to create change. While those
relationships are extremely effective, they can be time-consuming and expensive to build. One of
the most effective ways to organize your supporters is to have authentic conversations where
they already talk to family and friendsâ€”in a text message! Learn how to leverage this personal,
relational medium to drive advocacy calls, recruit action takers, and mobilize volunteers.
Session Category: Program
Speakers:
Amanda Robinson, Taylor Behnke
___________________________________________

Small Tweaks for Mighty Wins: Optimize Your Welcome and Re-Engagement
Series
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: E147 - E148
Session Description:

In the age of automation, why NOT set and forget? Global Fund for Women shares how, by
testing small tweaks to welcome and re-engagement series performance, modest changes could
drive substantial upticks in clicks and thus future giving and engagement. From content tweaks,
sender tests, branching logic, and retargeting on social media, learn the results and ideas for
tracking your series systematically and testing creatively - without a huge investment in your time.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Camille Matson, Nicole Crossley, Jenn Lejano
___________________________________________

Storytelling: Solving the Challenges Nobody Mentions
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F149
Session Description:
The demand for storytelling has never been greater, but behind the glamor of your "powerful
video" or "impact story" lie the challenges of finding a good story - and agreeing how to tell it.
What if your smartest expert is your weakest storyteller? How do you make sure that communities
can tell their stories on their own terms? What if your donor demands results, but all you can
show is progress?
Drawing on interviews with dozens of nonprofit and foundation staff, this session will help
communicators, fundraisers, and funders tell better stories by making storytelling a more
cooperative, inclusive process.
Session Category: Marketing/Communications
Speakers:
Jed Miller, Felicia Perez
___________________________________________

Tech Project Success (and Cost): Key Factors to Consider
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F150
Session Description:
Organizations initiate technology projects to achieve specific goals like improved tracking of client
outcomes or better donor engagement. And they want to do so within a reasonable budget. Both
of these aims can be achieved by focusing in on project commitment, alignment, and building
lean. Learn real-world tips and examples to achieve project success while keeping costs and
risks in check.
Takeaways include:
How to choose and prioritize the highest value features
Steps to foster organizational alignment
The importance of staff time commitment
Tips for managing change and embracing new ways of working
Session Category: IT

Speakers:
Brad Struss, Anne Salter
___________________________________________

Automated Testing: Let the Robots In!
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F151
Session Description:
Automated testing is a key component in modern development. The benefit is that testing robots
deploy the code while you sit back, satisfied that you aren't breaking functionality. In this session,
run through the basics that will help you get an automated testing program started. Meet some of
our robot buddies we've been working with to increase testing coverage in deploying web sites,
and learn how to incorporate testing into your dev ops.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Mark Leta, Luke Ehler
___________________________________________

Moving Your Plan Forward: Tech Committees That Work
1:15 PM - 2:30 PM
Room: F152
Session Description:
We all have great technology plans, but how do we actually move them forward? In this session
we'll discuss how a basic technology committee can help leaders and technology professionals
keep their organization focused. Committees sound boring but that doesn't mean they're useless.
Learn practical steps for assembling and managing your committee, and discuss how a
technology committee can help you nurture a culture where everyone sees technology and data
as critical to furthering your mission.
Session Category: IT
Speakers:
Peter Schiano, Ilene Weismehl
___________________________________________

